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Physical Education Policy
What is our vision?
At Marus Bridge Primary School, every pupil is provided with the knowledge and skills that they
need in order to live a healthy lifestyle. They enjoy taking part in competitive and non-competitive
sports and put their skills into practice to reach a goal. They are resilient and work collaboratively
to achieve a shared goal.

Curriculum Aims:
In KS1, pupils begin to master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching,
as well as developing balance, agility and co-ordination applied in a range of activities. They
participate in team games, developing simple tactics for attacking and defending and perform
dances using simple movement patterns.
In KS2, pupils continue to apply and develop a broader range of skills, learning how to use them in
different ways. They enjoy communicating, collaborating and competing with each other. In
addition, they are taught to develop an understanding of how to improve in different physical
activities and sports and learn to evaluate and recognise their own success.
Finally, all pupils from Y3 up to completion (unless opted out by a parent) are provided with
swimming lessons in line with the National curriculum. They are taught to swim competently,
confidently and proficiently over a distance of at least 25 metres using a range of strokes effectively.
They are taught to perform self-rescue in different water-based situations.
The areas of physical activity (games, gymnastics, dance, athletics, swimming and outdoor
activities) are set out in the Foundation Stage Curriculum and National Curriculum 2014. The PE
curriculum at Marus Bridge Primary is based on these requirements and their year on year
progression is detailed in the ‘Curriculum Planning & Assessment Document’.

How do we achieve this?








Year group outcomes are specified within the ‘Curriculum Planning & Assessment Document’
– this is audited by the subject lead.
Pupils in each year group receive 2 hours of timetabled PE each week (one hour provided by
an external sports provider and one hour by their class teacher).
External providers and class teachers follow the ‘New 2020-21 Programme of Study’ (See
Appendix 2) which outlines what will be taught each half term and which objectives will be
obtained.
Pupils are encouraged to develop confidence, tolerance and appreciate their own strengths
and weaknesses and that of others.
MBPS provides opportunities for pupils to engage in extra-curriculum activities, before, during
and after school.
MBPS participate in termly ‘Wigan West School Games’ competitions and against local
cluster schools. Our commitment to providing such a wide variety of extracurricular
opportunities has led to us achieving the ‘School Games Mark’. (See link for more details:
https://www.yourschoolgames.com/how-it-works/school-games-mark/)



MBPS has an inclusion approach where no pupil is discriminated against.
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Teachers are offered regular support and CPD by external providers and the subject leader.

Scheme of Work:
At Marus Bridge Primary School, we follow the Programme of Study (See Appendix 2) which outlines
units to be taught in each year group. This Programme of Study incorporated units of work provided
by Wigan Athletic Community Trust and various resources that are signposted on the shared server.

Resources:
All teachers have access to centrally stored PE resources. Resources are kept in two locations; indoor
PE store located in the hall and a further external PE store located on the KS2 playground. All PE
resources are checked regularly to ensure that they meet health and safety requirements, and in
addition to this, all resources are audited annually.

Assessment – How do we assess skills and understanding?
PE progression is assessed twice in each academic year. Class teachers (and any other member of
staff/external providers teaching PE in a particular class) will grade the children’s development
towards reaching the year group objectives. The following gradings with be given:
B2 – Child has a specific SEND which prevents them from meeting the objectives.
B1 – The child has not met/retained the year group objectives.
E1 – The child has met/retained the objectives.
A1 – The child has met the objectives with a large degree of independence and shows great
determination to improve their physical skill whilst also championing good ‘sportsmanship’. They
may also participate in extra-curricular physical activities which has enhanced their skills.
This assessment will be shared with parents within their End of Year Report.

Health and Safety
Everyone has a duty under health & safety guidelines to ensure PE activities are carried out with
due regard to the safety of staff and pupils in line with school, Local Authority and Health & Safety
Policies. Advice can be sought from the Local Authority’s adviser, or the staff members responsible
for Health & Safety.
Reference should be made to the school’s Risk Assessments. All staff have a copy of the Health and
Safety Policy in school documentation file.








Staff should carry out risk assessments with the children at the start of all PE lessons.
All equipment, apparatus and environment should be checked before the start of every lesson
by teachers and is the responsibility of the teacher.
Children should be given health and safety guidance through the lesson.
All jewellery and earing should be removed and stored safely before each lesson. If this is
not possible, see the Sporting and Jewellery Consent Form (Appendix 1).
All long hair should be tied back.
Suitable clothing should be worn for each lesson (see school prospectus for correct clothing).
Children should not engage in physical activity without correct kit.
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For indoor PE, children should walk to the hall with suitable footwear on (pumps/trainers or
school shoes).
All children taking part in indoor PE should be bare foot or wear suitable footwear for indoor
PE (pumps not trainers).
For gymnastics when the apparatus is being used suitable footwear should be worn (pumps
or barefoot only).
All children with verrucas should wear pumps.
Children who do not have a PE kit will take part in the lesson as an observer rather than a
participator. Parents will be informed after two consecutive occasions of no PE kit.
Every child must have a school PE kit. They should bring it into school at the beginning of a
half term and take it home at the end of a half term for cleaning. Children will not be allowed
to share or borrow PE kits from siblings or other children in school.

(Please note – Due to the impact of Covid-19, a separate risk assessment has been devised in line
with government guidelines. Please see appendix 3. This risk assessment will be reviewed an
appropriately relaxed over the course of the 2020-2021 academic year.)

Inclusion and Safeguarding Considerations
In accordance with the school’s Inclusion Policy, PE activities are differentiated to meet the needs
of each pupil. More Able and Talented pupils and children with Special Educational Needs and
Disability will be identified through a range of activities. Their needs will be met through the
development of individual or group programmes that encompass a range of learning styles and are
designed to enrich the curriculum.

Equality
Teachers will ensure that all pupils have fair access to the PE curriculum, regardless of gender, race,
or ability, in accordance with the school’s Equality Policy.

Monitoring and Review:
The PE subject lead will complete 2 audits within each academic year. These audits will assess the
quality of PE provision through pupil and teacher interviews, observing lessons and analysing the
assessment tracker data. At the start of each academic year, the PE subject lead will use previous
audits to develop an action plan for the subject focusing on key areas of improvement. These
improvement targets will be shared with all staff and progress towards meeting them will be
assessed during future audits and when data is collected. Support will be offered to any year groups
who require additional information and guidance. This may be done by: discussing assessment
methods; modelling lessons; inviting teaching staff to observe specialist providers; providing training
or observing lessons and providing constructive feedback.
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Appendix 2
PE Programme of Study (2020-2021)
EYFS

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring

Summer 1

Summer 2

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Multi Skills

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Team Games and Ball Skills

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Gymnastics

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Dance

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Games and Athletics

I can move freely and with pleasure and in
a range of ways such as slithering,
shuffling, rolling, crawling, walking,
running, jumping, skipping, sliding and
hopping.
I can mount stairs, steps or climbing
equipment using alternative feet.
I can walk downstairs, two feet to each
step while carrying a small object.
I can stand momentarily on one foot.

I can catch a large ball.
I can run skilfully and negotiate space
successfully.
I can run and adjust speed or direction to
avoid obstacles.

I can experiment with different ways of
moving.
I can jump off an object and land
appropriately.
I can travel with confidence and skill
around, under, over and through
balancing and climbing equipment.

I can show good control and co-ordination
in large and small movements.
I can move confidently in a range of ways,
safely negotiating space.
I can hop confidently and skip in time to
music.

I can show increasing control over an
object in pushing, patting, throwing,
catching or kicking it.
I can negotiate space successfully when
playing racing and chasing games with
other children, adjusting speed or
changing direction to avoid obstacles.

Inspiring Healthy Lifestyles
(Friday PM Hall)

I can observe the effects of activity on my
body.
I can some understanding that good
practices with regard to exercise, eating,
sleeping and hygiene can contribute to
good health.
I can eat a healthy range of foodstuffs and
understands need for variety in food.

Y1

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Yoga

I can copy some movements.
I can change our body shape in a
range of ways.
I can talk about how our body feels
during activity.
I understand that physical activity is
good for me.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Dance/Gymnastics/Athletics

Teachers to plan appropriate PE lessons
which allow pupils to socially distance.
Any topic can be chosen as long as social
distancing can be maintained. The above
topics are recommended. Please see the
PE risk assessment for more information.

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Dance

I can perform simple and random
dance moves.
I can show some rhythm in movement
and dance.
I can copy some movements.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Basic Ball Skills

I can move a ball using simple
throwing techniques.
I can explore different ways of moving
a ball.
I can sometimes catch a ball.
I can stop a ball moving in other ways.

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Gymnastics

I can jump in different ways.
I can copy some movements.
I can change our body shape in a
range of ways.
I can comment on others’ actions.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Football Skills

I can explore different ways of moving
a ball.
I can stop a ball moving in other ways.
I can play simple ball games involving
kicking, catching or throwing.

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Yoga

I can copy some movements.
I can change our body shape in a
range of ways.
I can talk about how our body feels
during activity.
I understand that physical activity is
good for me.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Basketball Skills

I can play simple ball games involving
catching or throwing.
I can sometimes catch a ball.
I can move a ball using simple
throwing techniques.

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Dance

I can suggest simple improvements.
I can perform simple and random
dance moves.
I can show some rhythm in movement
and dance.
I can copy some movements.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Athletics

I can talk about how our body feels
during activity.
I can jump in different ways.
I can copy some movements.

Y2

External Provider – Andy (Hall)
Athletics

I can begin to move with increasing
care, control and co-ordination.
I can talk about what I am doing and
describe the work of others.
I can suggest ways to improve my
own and others work.
I can understand the importance of
being active.
I can talk about how to exercise safely
and how our bodies feel during an
activity.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Dance/Gymnastics/Yoga

Y3

External Provider – Andy (Hall)
Invasion Games

I can start to link skills and actions
within simple games.
I can begin to understand some
concepts of games e.g. opponent,
team mate.
I can begin to show some
understanding of simple tactics.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Basic Ball Skills

Teachers to plan appropriate PE lessons
which allow pupils to socially distance.
Any topic can be chosen as long as social
distancing can be maintained. The above
topics are recommended. Please see the
PE risk assessment for more information.

I can kick and throw a ball but not
always with accuracy.
I understand the importance of
stopping a ball in different ways.
I can begin to be able to work with a
partner.
I can start to link skills and actions
within simple games.
I can understand the importance of
being active.
I can talk about how to exercise safely
and how our bodies feel during an
activity.

External Provider – WA (Hall)
Athletics

External Provider – WA (Hall)
Dance

I can make increasingly clear and
fluent movements.
I can understand different uses of
tense, relax, stretch, curl in
movement.
I can comment on the skills and
techniques used in our own and
others’ work.
I can refine movement after evaluation
from others.
I understand the importance of
practice.
I can describe what effects exercise
has on our bodies.
I understand the importance of
warming up and cooling down.

I can move across a room in different
ways and with an awareness of space.
I can make increasingly clear and
fluent movements.
I can understand different uses of
tense, relax, stretch, curl in
movement.
I can improvise with ideas and
movements.
I begin to sequence moves and link
actions.
I begin to choose movement to show
ideas.

External Provider – Andy (Hall)
Gymnastics

I can copy, repeat and remember
simple sequences in dance or gym.
I can begin to move with increasing
care, control and co-ordination.
I can talk about how to exercise safely
and how our bodies feel during an
activity.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Net and Wall Games

I can kick and throw a ball but not
always with accuracy.
I understand the importance of
stopping a ball in different ways.
I can begin to be able to work with a
partner.
I can start to link skills and actions
within simple games.
I can begin to understand some
concepts of games e.g. opponent,
team mate.
I can begin to show some
understanding of simple tactics.

External Provider – WA (Hall)
Throwing and Catching

I can show increasing confidence
when rolling, hitting, kicking a ball.
I can understand the importance of
rules and fairness.
I can follow rules in games.
I understand the importance of
practice.

External Provider – Andy (Hall)
Striking and Fielding

I can start to link skills and actions
within simple games.
I can kick and throw a ball but not
always with accuracy
I can begin to show some
understanding of simple tactics.
I can begin to be able to work with a
partner.
I can begin to understand some
concepts of games e.g. opponent,
team mate.

Class Teacher
(Indoors – Monday AM)
Dance

I can explore, copy, and repeat simple
skills and actions.
I can copy, repeat and remember
simple sequences in dance or gym.
I can make a short dance sequence by
putting some movements together.
I can begin to use rhythm in dance.

External Provider – WA
(Outdoors)
Team Challenges

I can show increasing confidence
when rolling, hitting, kicking a ball.
I can understand the importance of
rules and fairness.
I can follow rules in games.
I understand the concept of both team
and opponent.
I can develop and use simple tactics in
team games.
I can complete in a sport.
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External Provider – Andy (Hall)
Athletics

I can begin to move with increasing
care, control and co-ordination.
I can talk about what I am doing and
describe the work of others.
I can suggest ways to improve my
own and others work.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Football

I can kick and throw a ball but not
always with accuracy.
I understand the importance of
stopping a ball in different ways.
I can start to link skills and actions
within simple games.
I can begin to understand some
concepts of games e.g. opponent,
team mate.
I can begin to show some
understanding of simple tactics.

External Provider – WA
(Outdoors)
Competitive Games

I can show increasing confidence
when rolling, hitting, kicking a ball.
I can understand the importance of
rules and fairness.
I can follow rules in games.
I understand the concept of both team
and opponent.
I can develop and use simple tactics in
team games.
I can compete in a sport.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Dance/Gymnastics/Yoga

Teachers to plan appropriate PE lessons
which allow pupils to socially distance.
Any topic can be chosen as long as social
distancing can be maintained. The above
topics are recommended. Please see the
PE risk assessment for more information.

Half of year group will do
swimming instead of this
session.

I could learn to swim.
I understand the importance of
practice.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Invasion Games

I can understand the importance of
rules and fairness.
I can follow rules in games.
I understand the concept of both team
and opponent.
I can develop and use simple tactics in
team games.

Half of year group will do
swimming instead of this
session.

I could learn to swim.
I understand the importance of
practice.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Striking and Fielding

I can show increasing confidence
when rolling, hitting, kicking a ball.
I can understand the importance of
rules and fairness.
I can follow rules in games.
I understand the concept of both team
and opponent.
I can develop and use simple tactics in
team games.

Half of year group will do
swimming instead of this
session.

I could learn to swim.
I understand the importance of
practice.

Class Teacher
(Indoors – Wednesday PM)
Dance

I can make increasingly clear and
fluent movements.
I can understand different uses of
tense, relax, stretch, curl in
movement.
I can improvise with ideas and
movements.
I begin to sequence moves and link
actions.
I begin to choose movement to show
ideas.

Half of year group will do
swimming instead of this
session.

I could learn to swim.
I understand the importance of
practice.

Y4

External Provider – Andy (Hall)
Athletics

I am increasingly accurate in throwing
for distance.
I can move in an increasingly
coordinated way.
I can control take-off and landing
when jumping.
I show increasing control in balance
and agility.
I can explain how the body reacts
during different types of exercise.
I can warm up and cool down
appropriately.

External Provider – Andy (Hall)
Invasion Games

I can decide on the best position in
team games.
I can begin to make use of space.
I can vary skills, actions and ideas
within simple games.
I can explain how the body reacts
during different types of exercise.
I can warm up and cool down
appropriately.

Is it possible to do work on
personal bests here?

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Dance/Gymnastics/Yoga

Teachers to plan appropriate PE lessons
which allow pupils to socially distance.
Any topic can be chosen as long as social

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Football

I can stop a ball with increasing
control and accuracy.

External Provider – Andy (Hall)
Gymnastics

I can move in an increasingly
coordinated way.
I can control take-off and landing
when jumping.
I show increasing control in balance
and agility.
I can refine movements into
increasingly complex sequences.
I can cooperate with others to form
sequences.
I can use different parts of the body
for different effects.
I can understand how performances
can be improved, through practice and
reflection.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Striking and Fielding Skills

I can throw, catch, strike, field and
stop a ball with increasing control and
accuracy.

External Provider – Andy
(Outdoors)
Outdoor Team Building

I can begin to make use of space.
I can vary skills, actions and ideas
within simple games.

Class Teacher
(Indoors – Monday PM)
Dance

I can move in an increasingly
coordinated way.
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Class Teacher
(Indoors – Wednesday PM))
Gymnastics

I can move across a room in different
ways and with an awareness of space.
I can make increasingly clear and
fluent movements.
I can understand different uses of
tense, relax, stretch, curl in
movement.
I can improvise with ideas and
movements.
I begin to sequence moves and link
actions.
I begin to choose movement to show
ideas.

Half of year group will do
swimming instead of this
session.

I could learn to swim.
I understand the importance of
practice.

External Provider – Andy
(Outdoors)
Athletics

I am increasingly accurate in throwing
for distance.
I can move in an increasingly
coordinated way.
I can control take-off and landing
when jumping.
I show increasing control in balance
and agility.
I can explain how the body reacts
during different types of exercise.
I can warm up and cool down
appropriately.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Basketball

I can throw, catch, strike, field and
stop a ball with increasing control and
accuracy.

distancing can be maintained. The above
topics are recommended. Please see the
PE risk assessment for more information.

I am increasingly accurate in throwing
for distance.
I can decide the best way to move a
ball for different purposes and needs.
I can choose an appropriate speed to
move a ball.
I can decide on the best position in
team games.
I can begin to make use of space.
I can vary skills, actions and ideas
within simple games.
I can warm up and cool down
appropriately.

I am increasingly accurate in throwing
for distance.
I can decide the best way to move a
ball for different purposes and needs.
I can choose an appropriate speed to
move a ball.

I can control take-off and landing
when jumping.
I show increasing control in balance
and agility.
I use movements to communicate an
idea, using expression and conveying
emotion.
I can refine movements into
increasingly complex sequences.
I can cooperate with others to form
sequences.
I can use different parts of the body
for different effects.
I can understand how performances
can be improved, through practice and
reflection.

I am increasingly accurate in throwing
for distance.
I can decide the best way to move a
ball for different purposes and needs.
I can choose an appropriate speed to
move a ball.
I can decide on the best position in
team games.
I can begin to make use of space.
I can vary skills, actions and ideas
within simple games.
I can warm up and cool down
appropriately.

Outdoor Adventurous Activities
(Anderton Centre)

Y5

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Topic: Yoga

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Topic: Dance

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Topic: Gymnastics

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Topic: Yoga

External Provider – Nicola (Hall)
Topic: Dance

I show increasing clarity and fluency in
movements.
I can combine changes of shape,
speed and level in sequences.
I apply actions, skills and ideas with
increasing coordination and control.

I can use movement expressively, to
convey and idea, mood or feeling.
I can show control/coordination in
travel and balance.
I can perform a range of jumps
showing control.
I show increasing clarity and fluency in
movements.
I can make good use of
creativity/imagination when making
sequences in dance and/or gym.
I can combine changes of shape,
speed and level in sequences.
I apply actions, skills and ideas with
increasing coordination and control.

I can show control/coordination in
travel and balance.
I can perform a range of jumps
showing control.
I show increasing clarity and fluency in
movements.
I can make good use of
creativity/imagination when making
sequences in dance and/or gym.
I can combine changes of shape,
speed and level in sequences.
I apply actions, skills and ideas with
increasing coordination and control.

I show increasing clarity and fluency in
movements.
I can combine changes of shape,
speed and level in sequences.
I apply actions, skills and ideas with
increasing coordination and control.
I can analyse and comment on skills
and techniques.

I can lead a warm up and cool down
appropriately.
I can use movement expressively, to
convey and idea, mood or feeling.
I can show control/coordination in
travel and balance.
I can perform a range of jumps
showing control.
I show increasing clarity and fluency in
movements.
I can make good use of
creativity/imagination when making
sequences in dance and/or gym.
I can combine changes of shape,
speed and level in sequences.
I apply actions, skills and ideas with
increasing coordination and control.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Dance/Gymnastics/Athletics

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Invasion Games

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Netball

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Hockey

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Athletics

Teachers to plan appropriate PE lessons
which allow pupils to socially distance.
Any topic can be chosen as long as social
distancing can be maintained. The above

I apply a broad range of skills to
different situations.
I can plan different approaches to
attacking and defending.

I use a range of throwing techniques
with increasing power and accuracy.
I use a range of fielding skills and
throw with accuracy.

I can lead a warm up and cool down
appropriately.
I can show a growing awareness of
space in team games.
I can keep possession.
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I can become aware of my strengths
and development points.
I can lead a warm up and cool down
appropriately.

topics are recommended. Please see the
PE risk assessment for more information.

Y6

External Provider – WA (Hall)
Gymnastics

I can choose the best pace to use in
athletics or games.
I can show a growing awareness of
space in team games.

I can plan different approaches to
attacking and defending.
I can choose the best pace to use in
athletics or games.
I can show a growing awareness of
space in team games.
I can keep possession.
I can analyse and comment on skills
and techniques.

External Provider – WA (Hall)
Dance

External Provider – WA (Hall)
Skills for Competitive Games

I can demonstrate precision, control
and fluency sustaining movements
over a longer period of time.
I can use changes in, and
combinations of direction, level and
speed with increasingly complex
sequences.
I can begin to improvise based on
previous skills.
I can plan, perform and repeat
sequences including changes in speed
and level.

I can demonstrate precision, control
and fluency sustaining movements
over a longer period of time.
I can convey expression and emotion
in performance.
I can use changes in, and
combinations of direction, level and
speed with increasingly complex
sequences.
I can begin to improvise based on
previous skills.
I can plan, perform and repeat
sequences including changes in speed
and level.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Dance/Athletics/Yoga

Class Teacher (Outdoors)

Class Teacher (Outdoors)

I can combine, vary and choose
appropriate strategies and tactics.
I can choose the most appropriate
skills, tactics and actions to cause
problems for another team.
I can keep and gain possession.

I can combine, vary and choose
appropriate strategies and tactics.
I can choose the most appropriate
skills, tactics and actions to cause
problems for another team.
I can keep and gain possession.

Teachers to plan appropriate PE lessons
which allow pupils to socially distance.
Any topic can be chosen as long as social
distancing can be maintained. The above
topics are recommended. Please see the
PE risk assessment for more information.

Tag Rugby

I understand how heart rate and
breathing slows after exercise,
monitoring my own.
I can work within a team showing
teamwork skills.
I can work within a team showing
teamwork skills.
I can combine, vary and choose
appropriate strategies and tactics.
I can choose the most appropriate
skills, tactics and actions to cause
problems for another team.

Hockey

I can plan different approaches to
attacking and defending.

External Provider – WA
(Outdoors)
Outdoor Competitive Games

I can work within a team showing
teamwork skills.
I can work within a team showing
teamwork skills.
I can combine, vary and choose
appropriate strategies and tactics.
I can choose the most appropriate
skills, tactics and actions to cause
problems for another team.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Striking and Fielding (Rounders)

I can throw with accuracy and power.
I can combine, vary and choose
appropriate strategies and tactics.
I can work within a team showing
teamwork skills.
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I can demonstrate a good sporting
attitude regardless of the outcome.
I can choose the best pace to use in
athletics or games.

External Provider – WA
(Outdoors)
Outdoor Competitive Games

I can work within a team showing
teamwork skills.
I can work within a team showing
teamwork skills.
I can combine, vary and choose
appropriate strategies and tactics.
I can choose the most appropriate
skills, tactics and actions to cause
problems for another team.

Class Teacher (Outdoors)
Athletics

I can use a range of criteria to judge
my own and others work.
I understand how heart rate and
breathing slows after exercise,
monitoring my own.
I know and use the relationship
between power and stamina.
I can show desire to improve and
increase on past performance.

Appendix 3

Marus Bridge Primary School
RISK ASSESSMENT For: DELIVERING PE UPON RETURNING TO SCHOOL DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Name of Lead: Adele Hurst

Risk

Location of
PE

Head Teacher Signature

What are the Hazards to Health
and Safety

Risk Level

Within indoor spaces (Hall), covid19 can be passed on more easily
from person to person when social
distancing can’t be maintained.

H

What precautions have been taken to reduce the risk?

H/M/L
All PE lessons are planned to take place outdoors during
Autumn 1 where possible.

Risk Level
Achieved
H/M/L

What further action is
needed to reduce the
risk

M

Review the necessity for
this to continue on an
ongoing basis.

M

Review the necessity for
this to continue on an
ongoing basis.

When PE can’t take place outdoors due to extreme
weather conditions, strict social distancing must be
adhered to in the hall and all doors/windows opened to
provide ventilation.

Achieving
social
distancing in
PE.

When adequate social distancing
can’t be maintained (2m at the
time of writing), covid-19 can
transmit more easily from person
to person.

H

Children are to complete units of work which do not
require physical contact with other pupils.

Teachers are to mark out spaces to be used by pupils prior
to lessons. (Using chalk on the playground.)

If in the hall, 2m distance markers are to be marked on the
floor using tape.

Consider lesson structures which can be easily socially
distanced. For example, using carousel activates.
Ensuring safe
use of
equipment.

If equipment is used by numerous
children, covid-19 can be passed
on from person to person.

H

Wherever possible, avoid using any equipment in PE
lessons. To mark spaces on the playground/in the hall,
chalk/tape is to be used by teachers rather than mats. If
mats are used, they will be wiped down before the next
person uses the space.

If equipment is needed:


Try to ensure that children do not share the
equipment.



Children/staff should clean their hands prior to
touching equipment.



All equipment used should be easy to
clean/sterilise. For example – use plastic
equipment rather than bean bags, felt tennis balls
etc…



All equipment should be sterilised after each PE
lesson before it is used by another group of
children.
(Buckets are to be placed on the playground to
allow for dunking and drying before putting away.
If teachers prefer, equipment can also be wiped
down between sessions.)
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L/M

Review the necessity for
this to continue on an
ongoing basis.

Changing for
PE.

When changing for PE, children
may spread covid-19 through
placing their clothes on surfaces.



Children must not be left unsupervised near the
buckets of water to ensure that the solution is not
consumed. It is also recommended that children
do not clean the equipment themselves as this
could cause skin irritation. Staff to wear gloves if
they feel necessary.



Avoid use of laminated cards with instructions on
– instead put instructions on a whiteboard or print
on paper and throw after use with the group.
Otherwise, they will also need to be sterilised.

M

Children will not change for PE. Instead, on the days in
which their class does PE, they should attend school
wearing pumps/trainers alongside their normal school
uniform. They should also be encouraged to bring a coat
into school that day which allows for free movement in PE.

L

Review the necessity for
this to continue on an
ongoing basis.

M

All external providers must read and understand this risk
assessment before teaching PE.

L

Review the necessity for
this to continue on an
ongoing basis.

Covid-19 could be transmitted
when PE kits are stored in one
central box.

External
providers
coming into
school.

External providers may not be
aware of our risk management
system and it may therefore not
be carried out effectively.

If moving from school to school,
external providers may transmit
covid-19 from setting to setting.

External providers are to change their clothing if they are
coming directly from another setting where they may have
come into contact with numerous other people.
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